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Abstract

The Interaction region bump (IR bump) nonlinear cor-
rection method has been used for the sextupole and oc-
tupole field error on-line corrections in the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [1, 2]. Some differences were
found for the sextupole and octupole corrector strengths be-
tween the on-line IR bump and the predictions from the
action-angle kick minimization [3]. In this report we com-
parise the corrector strengths from the off-line IR bump
correction and the action-angle kick minimization based
on the RHIC Blue ring lattice with the IR nonlinear mod-
eling [4]. The comparison confirms that there are some
differences between resulting corrector strengths. After an
item-by-item check, the source of the difference between
two methods is found and discussed. It is followed by fur-
ther discussion of the operational IR bump applications to
the octupole, and skew sextupole and skew quadrupole field
error corrections.

ACTION-ANGLE KICK MINIMIZATION

Principle

There are several ways to correct the local nonlinear field
errors located in the interaction regions [5]. The action-
angle kick minimization is a fast and simple one. It has
been used for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and RHIC
dead-reckoning corrections for the interaction region non-
linear field errors. Using the action and angle canonical
variables in the framework of Hamiltonian mechanism, this
method minimizes the action change due to the nonlinear
field errors in the interaction region for the round beams,
order by order.

To minimize the action change for each order is equiv-
alent to minimize the following two quantities simultane-
ously [3]:

∮

L

dsCzcn + (−1)n+1

∮

R

dsCzcn, (1)

where L and R mean the left and right sides of the inter-
action region, z stands for x or y plane, cn stands for the
normal or skew field errors bn or an, n is the field error
order. Cz is the weight factor, which is different for dif-
ferent order of errors and for different x or y plane. The
integrations or summations are taken across the interaction
region.

The American magnetic field order convention is used,
where the n = 0 term represents the dipole field. The cor-
rection weight factors are given according to the multipoles
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as:

Cx =

{
β

(n+1)/2
x for bn
β
n/2
x β

1/2
y for an

, (2)

Cy =

{
β

(n+1)/2
y for odd bn and even an
β

1/2
x β

n/2
y for even bn and odd an

(3)

For each order, there are two quantities to be minimized,
one in the horizontal plane, one in the vertical plane. There-
fore at least two nonlinear correctors are needed for each
order correction. A natural choice is to place the correctors
at either side of the interaction region.

In order to facilitate the following discussion, Table 1
lists the weight factors for different field error bn and an.

Table 1: Weight factors for action-angle kick minimization
Order Cx Cy knl (−1)n+1

/knsl

b2 β
3/2
x β

1/2
x βy k2l -1

b3 β2
x β2

y k3l 1

b4 β
5/2
x β

1/2
x β2

y k4l -1
b5 β3

x β3
y k5l 1

a2 βxβ
1/2
y β

3/2
y k2sl -1

a3 β
3/2
x β

1/2
y β

1/2
x β

3/2
y k3sl 1

a4 β2
xβ

1/2
y β

5/2
y k4sl -1

a5 β
5/2
x β

1/2
y β

1/2
x β

5/2
y k5sl 1

Discussion

The action-angle kick minimization assumes that the
phase advances in the x and y planes across the interaction
point are close to π. This condition is always satisfied for
most colliders’ interaction regions, where small β? func-
tions are used to achieve high colliding luminosities. The
phase advances in the triplet on each side are very small.
The π phase jump happens in the region around the inter-
action point (Fig. 2). The RHIC interaction region includes
separation dipole magnets, triplet quadrupoles and nonlin-
ear field correction packages.

Global nonlinear correction schemes (like the resonance
driving term correction) also work for the local error com-
pensation where the error sources and correctors are lo-
cated in the same region. Eq. 1 is derived from the min-
imization of the local action change in the interaction re-
gion. It also can be derived in other ways, such as mini-
mizing the global Hamiltonian resonance driving strength
of one specific order in the interaction region.



It should be pointed out that the weight factors for dif-
ferent order of the field errors in Eq. 1 only come from the
highest order of the resonances in the horizontal and verti-
cal planes, since round beams are assumed.

For example, the sextupoles could introduce Qx = p,
3Qx = p, Qx ± 2Qy = p resonances. To fully correct
all the resonances, we should minimize all the following
resonance strengths: [6]





∑
j k2lβ

1/2
x βye

iΨx −→ 0∑
j k2lβ

3/2
x eiΨx −→ 0∑

j k2lβ
3/2
x ei3Ψx −→ 0∑

j k2lβ
1/2
x βye

i(Ψx−2Ψy) −→ 0∑
j k2lβ

1/2
x βye

i(Ψx+2Ψy) −→ 0

, (4)

where k2l is the sextupole integrated strength. The action-
angle kick minimization assumes that the beam is round, so
it does corrections of the highest order resonances 3Qx = p
and Qx+ 2Qy = p in the x and y planes, respectively. The

weight factors for them are β3/2
x and β1/2

x βy, respectively.
Octupoles induce 4Qx = p, 4Qy = p, 2Qx = p,

2Qy = p, 2Qx ± 2Qy = p resonances. To correct all
the resonances, we should minimize all the following reso-
nance strengths:
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j k3lβxβye
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j k3lβ
2
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j k3lβxβye
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2
ye
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j k3lβxβye
i(2Ψx+2Ψy) −→ 0∑

j k3lβxβye
i(2Ψx−2Ψy) −→ 0

, (5)

where k3l is the octupole integrated strength. The Action-
angle kick minimization assumes that the beam is round, so
it corrects the leading resonances 4Qx = p and 4Qy = p
in x and y planes, respectively. Their correction weight
factors are β2

x and β2
y , respectively.

IR BUMP CORRECTION

The IR bump correction method is an elegant way for
operational IR nonlinear corrections in a real machine. It
creates a local horizontal or vertical orbit bump across the
interaction region to simulate the resonance corrections.
Small tune shifts due to the bump are measured with a high
resolution phase lock loop( PLL ) system. Since the rela-
tions between the tune shifts and the bump amplitudes are
different for different orders of the nonlinear field errors,
the IR bump correction is performed order by order by min-
imizing the polynomial fitting terms of the tune shifts.

For the on-line RHIC IR bump, the bump amplitude
changes in a continuous way. The different order poly-
nomial terms of the tune shifts with the bump amplitudes
are obtained through the polynomial fitting. For example,

the linear terms of the polynomial fitting in the x plane IR
bump are related to the sextupole field errors. The quadratic
term of the polynomial fitting in the x plane IR bump are
related to the octupole field error.

In the procedures of the sextupole and octupole IR bump
corrections, we use two sextupole correctors to minimize
the linear terms of the x and y tune shifts to zero simul-
taneously and use two octupole correctors to minimize the
quadratic terms of the x and y tune shifts to zero simulta-
neously. In the following, we show the analytical compar-
isons of the IR bump correction and the action-angle mini-
mization methods for the sextupole and octupole nonlinear
corrections.

Sextupole Error Correction

The tune shifts from the sextupoles with the horizontal
beam orbit offsets are given by:

{
∆Qx = 1

2π

∑
(6b2xcoβx)ds

∆Qy = 1
2π

∑
(−6b2xcoβy)ds

. (6)

Considering the phase advance π on the interaction region,
one concludes that the local horizontal orbit bump is pro-
portional to the β1/2

x ,
{

xco ∝ β
1/2
x , in one side of IR

xco ∝ −β1/2
x , in another side of IR

. (7)

For simplicity, in the following analysis and simulation
we assume that the orbit at one point in the IR bump is
proportional to the bump step number. The orbit bump at
different bump steps are given by:

xco = xco,1 × k, (8)

xco,1 is the local orbit bump amplitude step, k =
−N,−(N −1), . . . , (N −1), N . N is the maximum bump
step No..

The total tune shifts due to the x plane IR bump are:
{

∆Qx ∝ (
∑

L b2dsβ
3/2
x −∑R b2dsβ

3/2
x ) · k

∆Qy ∝ (
∑

L b2dsβ
1/2
x βy −

∑
R b2dsβ

1/2
x βy) · k

. (9)

If we use the sextupole correctors in the interaction re-
gion to minimize the linear polynomial terms of the tune
shifts with the bump steps k, we obtain:
{ ∑

L b2dsβ
3/2
x −∑R b2dsβ

3/2
x = 0∑

L b2dsβ
1/2
x βy −

∑
R b2dsβ

1/2
x βy = 0

, (10)

then we think that the sextupole field errors in this interac-
tion region is corrected.

Eq. 10 is the same equation to what one obtains from the
action-angle kick minimization for the sextupole field error
correction, using Eq. 1 and Table 1. Up to now, there is no
difference between the IR bump correction method and the
action-angle kick minimization method.



Octupole Error Correction

For the octupole IR bump correction, we also use the x
plane bump, the tune shifts from the octupoles due to the
orbit bump are:

{
∆Qx = 1

2π

∑
(12b3x

2
coβx)ds

∆Qy = 1
2π

∑
(−12b3x

2
coβy)ds.

(11)

Substituting Eq.7 and Eq. 8 into the above equation, we
obtain the tune shifts due to the IR bump at every bump
step k:
{

∆Qx ∝ (
∑

L b3dsβ
2
x +

∑
R b3dsβ

2
x) · k2

∆Qy ∝ (
∑

L b3dsβxβy +
∑

R b3dsβxβy) · k2 .

(12)
Using the octupole correctors in the interaction region

to minimize the quadratic terms of the tune shifts with the
bump steps k, we obtain:

{ ∑
L b3dsβ

2
x +

∑
R b3dsβ

2
x = 0∑

L b3dsβxβy +
∑
R b3dsβxβy = 0

. (13)

This equation for the x plane is the same to what we get
from the action-angle kick minimization for the octupole
correction from Table 1. The weight factor βxβy in the
second equation for the vertical plane is different from β2

y

from Table 1. We will come back to discuss this issue later.

IR Bump Setup

There are several strict demands to setup the IR bump.
First, the IR bump correction assumes that the IR bump
should be localized in the interested interaction region. The
measured tune shifts should solely come from the nonlin-
ear fields in this region. IR bump closure is therefore an
important issue.

The orbit trajectory produced by the IR bump has to em-
ulate exactly a free betatron oscillation through the whole
region where errors and correctors are located. Thus the
orbit through that region is described by:

xco = A
√
β sin(Ψx + ψ0), (14)

whereA and ψ0 are constant. This only holds between two
dipole kickers. If one uses three dipole kicker bump, the in-
teraction region errors and the nonlinear correctors should
be all located between two of the three dipole kickers.

Since the phase advance on the interaction region is close
to π, the orbit produced by the IR bump is positive on one
side and negative on the other side of the interaction region.
The local orbit excursion in the IR bump is proportional to
the local β1/2.

IR BUMP SIMULATION

The MADX code [7] is used to simulate the IR bump
correction. At each bump step, we set the right dipole
kicker strengths to produce the certain orbit bump ampli-
tude. MADX calculates the tune shifts at each bump step.

By fitting the tune shifts with the bump steps, the k in Eq. 8,
not the bump amplitudes, the different orders of the poly-
nomial terms are obtained.

For simplicity, in the following we only focus on the IR
bump correction simulation in the 8 o’clock interaction re-
gion in the RHIC Blue ring. The dipole kickers are the
same as those used in the on-line application. The three
horizontal dipole kickers bo7-th4, bi8-th3, bi8-th5 are used
to create the horizontal IR bump. The interaction region,
including the two DX and two D0 dipole magnets, six
triplet quadrupoles and the IR nonlinear correction pack-
ages are all located between bo7-th4 and bi8-th3.

Fig. 1 shows the optics and the magnet locations in the
8 o’clock interaction region of the RHIC Blue ring. Fig. 2
shows the betatron phase across the interaction region. The
β function at the IP is 1 m. Figure 3 shows an example of
the orbit with the horizontal IR bump at 8 o’clock interac-
tion region. The orbit leakage due to the IR bump is seen
in Figure 3. However, the bump closure is still acceptable.
In the simulation, the maximum orbit amplitude in the IR
bump is chosen below 5 mm.

Fig. 4 gives one example of the tune shifts from the sim-
ulation. The tune shifts are obtained with respect to that
with zero bump amplitude, or the 11th bump step in the
simulation. Up to seven order polynomial fittings are per-
formed, the fitting curve is also plotted in Fig. 4. Fig.5
shows the tune shift contributions from the first three poly-
nomial terms.
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Figure 1: The optics and magnet locations in the 8 o’clock
interaction region of the RHIC Blue ring.

COMPARISON

In this section we compare the corrector strengths from
the action-angle kick minimization and the IR bump cor-
rection simulation. The IR bump correction strengths are
calculated to minimize the residual linear or quadratic
terms of the tune shifts to zero with two correctors. The
beam is bumped only in the 8 o’clock interaction region of
the RHIC Blue ring. And when we simulate the sextupole
or octupole correction, only the sextupole or octupole field
error are introduced into the interaction region. Other or-
ders of the nonlinear errors are excluded to ensure the exact
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Figure 2: Betatron phase across 8 o’clock interaction re-
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Figure 3: The orbits with the horizontal bump in the 8
o’clock interaction region of the RHIC Blue ring. All IR
nonlinear errors are included.
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Figure 4: The tune shifts and the polynomial fitting curves.

comparisons of the right order field error correction.
In the following IR bump correction simulation, we use

two sextupole or octupole correctors to minimize the lin-
ear terms of the x and y tune shifts to zero simultaneously.
So we first need to obtain the contributions from the two
correctors to the linear or quadratic terms. With the same
IR bump, we get the tune shifts with one corrector on and
off. The differences between them are due to the correc-
tor. Through the polynomial fitting of the tune shift differ-
ences, we obtain the corrector’s contribution to the linear
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Figure 5: The tune shifts from the first three orders of poly-
nomial fittings.

or quadratic terms of the tune shifts with a certain correc-
tor’s strength. Together with the residula linear or quadratic
terms, the corrector strengths could be solved out by mini-
mizing the x and y linear or quadratic terms to zero simul-
taneously.

Sextupole Correction

We use two sextupole correctors bo7-sx3 and bi8-sx3 for
the sextupole field error correction in the Blue IR8. The
three dipole kickers bo7-th4, bi8-th3 and bi8-th5 bump the
beam in the x direction in 21 bump steps.

Table 2 gives the linear terms from the polynomial fit-
tings of the tune shifts. The second block gives the residual
linear terms from the sextupole field errors in the IR8. The
third block gives the two correctors’ contributions to the
linear terms. With the two correctors’ contribution to the
linear terms of the tune shifts, the corrector strengths from
the IR bump correction are solved out to minimize the x
and y linear terms to zero simultaneously. The fourth block
shows the linear terms of the tune shifts after setting back
the corrector strengths from the off-line IR bump correc-
tion and the action-angle kick minimization. The corrector
strengths from the action-angle kick minimization are cal-
culated from the Eq. 1.

From the IR bump correction, the integrated corrector
strengths for bo7-sx3 and bi8-sx3 are −4.54× 10−3 m−2

and 2.74×10−3 m−2, respectively. While from the action-
angle kick minimization, the integrated corrector strengths
for bo7-sx3 and bi8-sx3 are−3.99×10−3 m−2 and 2.97×
10−3 m−2, respectively. There is about a 10% difference
in the correction strength of bo7-sx3. From Table 2, the
linear terms of the tune shifts after the correction given by
IR correction and the action-angle kick minimization are
comparable. Figure 6 shows the tune shifts after the two
corrections.

Octupole Correction

We use the two octupole correctors bo7-oct2 and bi8-
oct2 for the octupole filed error correction in the IR8. The
same horizontal IR bump for the sextupole correction are



Table 2: Sextupole correction for IR8 of RHIC Blue ring
Conditions Plane Linear term

Coefficient

only b2 x 10.08× 10−5

errors y −9.26× 10−5

bo7-sx3 x 5.65× 10−6

k2l = 0.001 m−2 y −1.43× 10−5

bi8-sx3 x −2.74× 10−5

k2l = 0.001 m−2 y 1.01× 10−5

IR bump x 2.01× 10−6

correction y −1.99× 10−6

Action-angle x −1.47× 10−6

correction y −7.30× 10−6
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Figure 6: The tune shifts after the sextupole error correc-
tions by the IR bump correction and the action-angle kick
minimization.

used. Table 3 gives the tune shift quadratic terms from the
polynomial fittings. From the IR bump correction, the in-

Table 3: Octupole correction for IR8 of RHIC Blue ring
Conditions Plane Quaratic Term

coefficient

only b3 x −1.68× 10−7

errors y 6.40×10−8

bo7-oct2 x 1.58×10−7

k3l = 0.001 m−3 y -8.74×10−8

bi8-oct2 x 7.94×10−8

k3l = 0.001 m−3 y -1.43×10−7

IR bump x -5.61×10−9

correction y 3.13×10−9

Action-angle x -6.84×10−8

correction y 3.08×10−8

tegrated corrector strengths for bo7-oct2 and bi8-oct2 are
0.121 m−3 and −0.029 m−3, respectively. While from
the action-angle kick minimization, the integrated correc-
tion strengths for bo7-sx3 and bi8-sx3 are 0.0768 m−3 and
−0.023 m−3 , respectively. There are about 30% differ-

ence in the corrector strengths of bo7-oct2. From Table 2,
the quadratic terms of the tune shifts with the IR bump cor-
rection strengths is smaller than these with the action-angle
kick minimization correction strengths. Figure 7 shows the
contributions of the quadratic terms of the tune shifts after
the corrections.
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Figure 7: The quadratic term tune shift contributions af-
ter octupole error corrections by IR bump correction and
action-angle kick minimization.

ANALYSIS

From the off-line IR bump correction and the action an-
gle minimization, we found that there are about 10% differ-
ence for the sextupole corrector strengths, and about 30%
difference for the octupole corrector strengths. However,
from the above analytical solutions to the IR bump correc-
tion for the sextupole, the two methods are identical. In the
following, we will check item by item to find out where the
problem comes from. First we will check the tune shifts
from one sextupole or one octupole, then check the tune
shifts from two sextupoles or two octupoles.

Bump Amplitudes and Error Strengths

Here we check the tune shift due to one sextupole or
one octupole from the off-line IR-bump. In our simulation,
we only switch on one sextupole or one octupole corrector
each time.

From Eq.6, the tune shifts from the horizontal orbit in
one sextupole should be proportional to the bump ampli-
tude. The linear term of the tune shift polynomial fit-
ting should be proportional to the sextupole’s integrated
strength. Figure 8 shows the tune shifts from the off-line
IR bump with the linearly increased bump amplitudes. Fig-
ure 9 shows the linear term versus the sextupole integrate
strengths. Both agree well with the predications.

From Eq.11, the tune shifts from the horizontal orbit in
one octupole should be proportional to the bump ampli-
tude. The quadratic terms of the tune shift polynomial
fitting should be proportional to the octupole’s integrated
strengths. Figure 10 shows the tune shifts from the off-
line IR bump with the linearly increased bump amplitudes.



Figure 11 shows the quadratic terms versus the octupole
integrate strengths. Both agree the predications well, too.
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Figure 8: The tune shifts versus the bump amplitudes due
to one sextupole.
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Figure 9: The linear term of tune shifts versus the inte-
grated sextupole strengths.
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Figure 10: The tune shifts versus the bump amplitudes due
to one octupole.

Tune Shifts in x/y Planes

We check here the tune shift ratios of the horizontal and
the vertical planes only from one sextupole or one octupole.
Table 4 gives the optical functions at the dipole kickers, the
sextupole and the octupole correctors used in this note.
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Figure 11: The quadratic term of tune shifts versus the in-
tegrated octupole strengths.

Table 4: Optics parameters for IR8 of RHIC Blue ring
Element s βx/βy mux/muy

(in m ) ( in m ) ( in 2π )

bo7-th4 562.78 28.50/43.28 4.53/4.03
bi8-th3 675.87 1297.89/477.16 5.48/4.55
bi8-th5 723.24 76.97/15.11 5.54/5.07

bo7-oct2 611.46 1042.11/574.92 4.99/4.06
bo7-oct3 603.02 479.03/1292.72 4.99/4.06
bi8-oct2 667.43 577.37/1037.87 5.48/4.55
bi8-oct3 675.87 1297.89/477.16 5.48/4.55
bo7-sx3 603.02 479.03/1292.72 4.99/4.06
bi8-sx3 675.87 1297.89/477.16 5.48/4.55

From Eq. 6 and Eq. 11 , the ratios are only determined
by the βx and βy. For one sextupole or one octupole, the
ratio of the linear and quadratic x and y tune shifts equals
(βx : βy).

If there is only sextupole corrector bo7-sx3 on in the in-
teraction region, whose integrated strength is 0.01 m−2. we
get the linear term coefficient from the horizontal and ver-
tical tunes 5.29× 10−5 and −14.19× 10−5, respectively.
Their ratio is about 1 : (−2.68). The βx : βy at bo7-sx3
is 479.03 : 1292.72 = 1 : 2.69. The opposite signs of
the tune shifts can be explained from Eq. 1. So we say the
simulation result agrees well with the prediction.

If there is only one octupole corrector bo7-oct2 on in the
interaction region, whose integrated strength is 0.1 m−3.
we get the quadratic terms from the horizontal and vertical
tunes 1.58× 10−7 and −8.74× 10−8, respectively. Their
ratio of them is 1.81 : (−1). The βx : βy at bo7-oct2 is
1042 : 574.92 = 1.81 : 1. The opposite signs of the tune
shifts can be explained from Eq. 1. So we say the simula-
tion result agrees with the analytical predication, too.

Two Sextupoles or Octupoles

Here we check whether the polynomial fitting terms
could be added or not for two sextupoles or two octupoles.

We first switch on the two sextupoles or octupoles one by



one, and get their contributions to the linear or quadratic
terms. Then switch on both of them. Table 5 shows the
first and quadratic terms for two sextupole and octupole
correctors. The integrated strengths of the two sextupole
correctors bo7-sx3, bi8-sx3 both are 0.01 m−2. The inte-
grated strengths of the two octtupole correctors bo7-oct2,
bi8-oct2 both are 0.1 m−3. According to Table 5, we can
see the contributions from different individual sextupoles
and octupoles are addable.

Table 5: Tune shift polynomial terms from two correctors
Correctors x plane y plane

bo7-sx3 5.29× 10−5 14.19× 10−5

bi8-sx3 −27.79× 10−5 10.22× 10−5

Above Two −22.54× 10−5 −3.96× 10−5

bo7-oct2 1.58× 10−7 −8.74× 10−8

bi8-oct2 7.94× 10−8 −1.43× 10−8

Above Two 2.38× 10−7 −2.30× 10−7

Contribution Ratios

Now we turn to check the ratios of the polynomial terms
from two individual sextupole’s or octupoles. From Eq. 10,
it should be proportional to β3/2 for two sextupoles with
the same integrated strength. In the above example, the ra-
tio of the linear term of the horizontal tune shifts from two
sextupoles bo7-sx3 and bi8-sx3 with the same integrated
strength 0.01 m−2. is :

∆νx|bo7−sx3 : ∆νx|bi8−sx3

= 5.29× 10−5 : 27.79× 10−5

= 1 : 5.25
(15)

The ratio of the β3/2 of the two sextupoles are:

β
3/2
x |bo7−sx3 : β

3/2
x |bi8−sx3

= 479.033/2 : 1297.893/2

= 1 : 4.46

(16)

so from our IR bump simulation, the ratio of the linear tune
shift terms is not proportional to the ratio of β3/2 for two
sextupoles with the same integrated strength. This only rea-
son for the unequality is :

xco|bo7−sx3 : xco|bi8−sx3

6= β
1/2
x |bo7−sx3 : β

1/2
x |bi8−sx3.

(17)

This guess is verified by the following orbit bump check at
these two sextupole correctors. From the IR bump simula-
tion with MADX,

xco|bo7−sx3 : xco|bi8−sx3

= 1 : 1.955

β
1/2
x |bo7−sx3 : β

1/2
x |bi8−sx3

= 1 : 1.646

(18)

Substituting the real orbit ratio of xco instead of the ratio
of β1/2

x into Eq. 6, we get the horizontal tune shift contri-
bution ratio from the two sextupoles:

(xcoβx)|bo7−sx3 : (xcoβx)|bi8−sx3

= 1 : 5.30,
(19)

which is much closer to the linear term tune shift ratio we
get from the IR bump simulation.

Same as the sextupole check, we check the quadratic
term tune shift ratios of two individual octupoles bo7-oct2
and bi8-oct2 with the same integrated strength 0.1 m−3.
From the simulation, we get :

∆νx|bo7−oct2 : ∆νx|bi8−oct2
= 1.58× 10−7 : 7.94× 10−8

= 1.996 : 1
(20)

However,
β2
x|bo7−sx3 : β2

x|bi8−sx3

= 1042.112 : 577.372

= 3.261 : 1
(21)

Here the ratio of the tune shifts are not equal to the ratio
of β2

x as assumed from Table 1, either. The ratio of orbit
amplitudes at the two octupoles is:

xco|bo7−oct2 : xco|bi8−oct2
= 1.051 : 1

(22)

Substituting xco ratio instead of β1/2
x ratio into Eq. 11, we

obtain the horizontal tune shift contribution ratio from the
two octupoles:

(x2
coβx)|bo7−sx3 : (x2

coβx)|bi8−sx3

= 1.995 : 1
(23)

which is almost the same as that from the IR bump simula-
tion.

COMMENTS

After the above step-by-step check, we finally find the
reason for the differences of the correction strengths from
the IR bump correction and the action-angle kick mini-
mization. Since in the IR bump, the horizontal orbit is not
exactly proportional to the β1/2

x , the equations for action-
angle kick minimization Eq. 10, Eq. 13 are not exactly sim-
ulated by the IR bump correction method.

The source for this difference is that the phase advance
over the interaction region is not exactly equal to π. Pre-
senting the phase advance as ∆Ψ = π + ∆ψ and using
Eq. 14 one can get the ratio of orbit positions on the left
and right sides of the interaction region as

xco,L
xco,R

=

√
βx,L sin(Ψ0)√

βx,R sin(Ψ0+∆Ψ)

' −
√
βx,L√
βx,R

(1− cot(Ψ0)∆ψ)
(24)



Although ∆ψ is small the cotψ0 can reache 15 units for
RHIC IR bump, which leads to considerable difference be-
tween the ratio of the orbits and the ratio of

√
β. Then the

correction strengths from the IR bump correction are not
the same as that from the action-angle kick minimization
analytical prediction.

The action-angle assumes the betatron phase advance is
exactly π. If we don’t ignore the phase in the action-angle
kick minimization, Eq. 10 and Eq. 13 for the sextupole cor-
rection and octupole correction should be :
{
ei(nΨx), in the x-plane
ei[Ψx+(n−1)Ψy] or ei(nΨy) in the y-plane

. (25)

So the two methods, IR bump correction and the action-
angle kick minimization, have different approximations in
the betatron phase advance. Limited by the IR bump am-
plitudes and the tune measurement resolution, the IR bump
correction method is more suited to the lower order non-
linear field error corrections. The action-angle kick min-
imization could be used to high nonlinear order correc-
tion. However, the IR bump correction is operational, while
the action-angle kick minimization only works off-line for
known nonlinear error correction.

FURTHER DISCUSSION OF IR BUMP

In this section, we will make further discussions about
the usages of the IR bump nonlinear correction method.

Octupole Correction

As we have mentioned above that the weight factor in
the vertical plane for the octupole error correction using the
horizontal bump is different from that from the action-angle
kick minimization. According to Table 1, the equations for
the octupole error correction should be:

{ ∑
L b3dsβ

2
x +

∑
R b3dsβ

2
x = 0∑

L b3dsβ
2
y +

∑
R b3dsβ

2
y = 0

, (26)

which is different from Eq. 13 from the horizontal IR bump
correction.

From the Hamiltonian perturbation theory, the tune shifts
from the orbits in the octupoles are given:
{

∆Qx = 1
2π

∮
(12b3x

2
coβx − 12b3y

2
coβx)ds

∆Qy = 1
2π

∮
(−12b3x

2
coβy + 12b3y

2
coβy)ds

.

(27)
So one solution is to minimize the horizontal quadratic
term tune shift in the horizontal IR bump and the vertical
quadratic term tune shift in the vertical IR bump simultane-
ously, while ignoring the vertical quadratic term tune shift
in the horizontal IR bump and the horizontal quadratic tune
shift in the vertical IR bump. The vertical dipole kickers
bo7-tv5, bo7-tv3, bi8-tv4 are used to produce the vertical
IR bump across IR8 in the simulation.

Table 6 shows the exact correction procedure. The num-
bers in red color are the quadratic terms of the horizontal

tune shifts in the horizontal IR bump, the numbers in blue
color are the quadratic terms of the vertical tune shifts in
the vertical IR bump. The correction strengths are solved
out from these colored numbers. The correction strengths
for bo7-oct2 and bi8-oct2 are 0.14782 m−3 and -0.0831
m−3, respectively.

Table 6: Octupole correction for IR8 of RHIC Blue ring
Case tune Horizontal Vertical

plane IR bump IR bump

only b3 x −1.68× 10−7 6.97× 10−8

errors y 6.40× 10−7 3.30× 10−8

bo7-oct2 x 1.58× 10−7 −3.25× 10−7

K2L=0.1 y −8.74× 10−8 1.79× 10−7

bi8-oct2 x 7.94× 10−7 −1.99× 10−7

K2L=0.1 y −1.43× 10−8 3.58× 10−7

after x −6.11× 10−9

correction x −3.11× 10−9

However, the correction procedure is much complicated
since we have to perform two planes IR bumps. One simple
alternative is what we did above only with the horizontal IR
bump. The weight factors are β2

x, βxβy for the only hori-
zontal bump, instead of the β2

x, β2
y for the two plane bumps.

For the above case, if we only use the horizontal IR bump
as shown before, the corrector strengths for the bo7-oct2
and bi8-oct2 are 0.121 m−3 and -0.029 m−3, respectively.
After the correction, the quadratic term of the horizontal
tune shift polynomial fitting from the horizontal IR bump
is−5.61×10−9, and the quadratic term of the vertical tune
shift from the vertical IR bump is 3.13× 10−9. Comparing
to those numbers from Table 6, the correction is satisfac-
tory.

For the corrections of all the resonance induced by the
octupole fields in Eq. 5, there are three kinds of the weight
factors, β2

x, β2
x and βxβy. To fully correct all the resonance

strengths from the octupoles, both horizontal and vertical
IR bumps are needed. The total four quaratic terms of
the x and y tune shifts from the horizontal and vertical IR
bumps should be minimized simultaneously. The existing
4 octupole correctors in each interaction region should be
enough to realize this correction on line.

In fact, there are flexibilities to choose the weight fac-
tors. It really depends on what formalism to use to obtain
them. LHC uses different weight factors for the high order
b6 and b10 correction [8]. It shows that there are no big dif-
ference in the correction strengths between the two sets of
the weight factors for the b6 and b10 corrections.

Skew Sextupole Correction

From the Hamiltonian perturbation theory, the tune shifts
due to the vertical orbit offset in the skew sextupoles are



given:
{

∆Qx = 1
2π

∮
(6a2ycoβx)ds

∆Qy = 1
2π

∮
(−6a2ycoβy)ds.

. (28)

So we could perform its correction through the vertical
IR bump and minimizing the linear horizontal and verti-
cal tune shift polynomial coefficients with two individual
skew sextupole correctors. The two equations for the min-
imization are:
{ ∑

L a2dsβxβ
1/2
y −∑R a2dsβxβ

1/2
y = 0∑

L a2dsβ
3/2
y −∑R a2dsβ

3/2
y = 0

, (29)

which is the same as that from Table 1.
The vertical dipole kickers bo7-tv5, bo7-tv3, bi8-tv4 are

used to produce the vertical IR bump across IR8 in the sim-
ulation. Figure 12 and Table 7 show the tune shifts and the
linear term polynomial coefficients before and after skew
quadrupole corrections. The two skew sextupole correc-
tors are bo7-sxs3 and bi8-sxs3. Their integrated correction
strengths from simulation are 0.000217 m−2 and -0.000354
m−2, respectively.
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Figure 12: Tune shifts before and after the off-line skew
sextupole correction.

Table 7: Skew sextupole correction from off-line IR bump
Conditions plane Linear Term Coeff.

only b3 x 1.26× 10−7

errors in IRs y −1.23× 10−7

after b3 x −2.19× 10−10

correction y −7.91× 10−10

Skew Octupole Correction

The tune shifts due to the orbit offset in the skew oc-
tupoles are given:

{
∆Qx = 1

2π

∮
(6a3xcoycoβx)ds

∆Qy = 1
2π

∮
(−6a3xcoycoβy)ds

. (30)

So one possible correction method is to bump the beam in
the horizontal and vertical planes simultaneously, and to to

minimize the quadratic term coefficients of the horizontal
and vertical tune shifts with two individual skew octupole
correctors. The two equations for the minimization are:

{ ∑
L a3dsβ

3/2
x β

1/2
y +

∑
R a3dsβ

3/2
x β

1/2
y = 0∑

L a3dsβ
1/2
x β

3/2
y +

∑
R a3dsβ

1/2
x β

3/2
y = 0

,

(31)
which is the same as that from Table 1.

The horizontal dipole kickers bo7-th4, bi8-th3, bi8-th5
and the vertical dipole kickers bo7-tv5, bo7-tv3, bi8-tv4
are used here to produce the wanted horizontal and vertical
IR bumps across IR8. Figure 13 shows the IR bumps from
MADX. Table 8 and Figure 14 shows the tune shifts be-
fore and after skew quadrupole corrections. The two skew
octupole correctors are bo7-octs3 and bi8-octs3. Their in-
tegrated correction strengths from the off-line IR bump are
0.0046 m−3 and 0.0021m−3, respectively.
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Figure 13: The IR bump for the off-line skew octupole cor-
rection.
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Figure 14: Tune shifts before and after the off-line skew
octupole correction.

CONCLUSION

The correction strengths from the off-line IR bump cor-
rection method are compared to that from the action-angle
kick minimization. It shows that there are some discrep-
ancies. The reason was found after the step-by-step check.



Table 8: Skew octupole correction from off-line IR bump
Conditions plane Quadratic Term Coeff.

only b3 x 2.00× 10−7

errors in IRs y −2.47× 10−7

after b3 x −6.39× 10−10

correction y −4.02× 10−10

The not exact π phase advance between the two sides of
the interaction region makes that the bump orbit not exa-
cly proportionaly to the β1/2. The action-angle kick mini-
mization and the IR bump correction are not exacltly iden-
tical for the sextupole and octupole field error corrections.
Comments to the octupole, skew sextupole, skew octupole
field error corrections with IR bump correction method are
given. The on-line procedures are suggested for more ef-
fective corrections of these nonlinear errors. The bump clo-
sure and the field feeddown effects in the real machines are
not covered.
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